Knowlegis

Know your legislators - who they are, what they do, how to contact them.

More targeted outreach in less time

• Build mailing lists and compose emails all in one place.
• Create highly customizable, saved lists based on issue area, party, role, staff, chamber, delegation, or voting record.
• Send messages that look like they came from you, rather than a mass mailing tool.
• Track email performance and learn about emailing best practices.
• Tag legislators, staff members, as well as committees/subcommittees to Notes.
• Log important meetings or events.
• Get insight into legislators’ past roles and political experience
• Follow your team’s interaction with legislators and staffers
Know that your messages are getting through and reaching the correct recipients.

More effective outreach to the correct recipients

- Our human staff verifies contact and role information for legislators and staff in-person
- Up-to-date contact info is available on any legislator or staffer page.
- We send your messages from the same email servers that deliver CQ and Roll Call Alerts, ensuring the highest deliverability to the Hill.

Knowlegis provides a solution to easily and effectively contact the Hill, as well as measure your impact and drive organizational alignment.